Brothers and Sisters,

March 24th, 2020

If you have been diagnosed/tested positive as being infected with the Coronavirus and strongly suspect that you contracted the virus while on duty, we urge our members to do the following. Call the sick desk and receive an exposure number, prepare a Line of Duty Injury Report and file a Workers Comp Case and related paperwork. The City has identified you as an Essential Employee and you are on the frontline helping the public and City get through this Pandemic. It is very important that you file the Line of Duty Injury report and include the following:

* Date you tested positive for the Coronavirus.
* The time and place of occurrence.
* If available the name of the individual that you encountered that you know tested positive or was exhibiting Coronavirus like symptoms. (i.e. coughing, wheezing, sneezing, spitting etc.)

* MAKE SURE YOU GET AN EXPOSURE NUMBER

If your request for a Line of Duty or Workers Comp. designation is denied, please contact the Union office.

Stay safe and practice the recommended steps to reduce exposure to the Coronavirus.

Ricky Morrison

Temporary Administrator